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The Wedding Proposal (Another Version)

Our groom, Proper Noun , woke up on the morning of the proposal and was very Adjective . He

made his breakfast, Noun - Plural and Noun , drank some Noun , and drove to pick up the

huge Noun he picked out for his bride to be. Then, Gijoy called his soon to be mother in law,

Proper Noun , to make sure she knew today was the big day. Purvi called from work, very

Adjective that everyone at the office was making fun of her for a recent Noun that developed on

her Noun . As Gijoy was on the phone while driving down the Noun , he was pulled over by the

police. Thankfully, the policeman was also Adjective and married to a Proper Noun graduate.

Gijoy got away without a ticket, and he made it all the way near to the Lincoln Tunnel. While stuck in some

traffic, Gijoy was searching for his EZ pass. He realized that his dog, Proper Noun , had been chewing on

it and it no longer worked. Gijoy had to beg the person working at the toll to let him pass with a raincheck to pay

. Finally, Gijoy and Purvi met at the golf course where Gijoy was supposed to propose. He searched in his

pockets for the ringbox but realized it must have fallen somewhere in between the Noun and golf

course! Gijoy fell to the ground and began Verb - Present Tense . He told Purvi about what had happened and

she hugged him and Verb - Past Tense . Then she reached into her purse, pulled out the ring box, and got on

one knee. When Gijoy looked down, he saw Purvi with the Noun and she said, "Will you marry me?" 

Gijoy began Verb - Present Tense and realized that his darling Purvi must have found the ringbox on the

ground as they were walking. He put the ring on her Noun and they were finally engaged! As Gijoy

hugged Purvi, he knew this was truly the woman of his dreams.
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